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Abstract. Cluster knockout reactions are expected to reveal the amount of clustering (such as that
of α, d and even of heavier clusters such as 12 C, 16 O etc.) in the target nucleus. In simple terms, incident medium high-energy nuclear projectile interacts strongly with the cluster (present in the target
nucleus) as if it were existing as a free entity. Theoretically, the relatively softer interactions of the
two outgoing particles with the residual nucleus lead to optical distortions and are treated in terms
of distorted wave (DW) formalism. The long-range projectile–cluster interaction is accounted for,
in terms of the finite range (FR) direct reaction formalism, as against the more commonly adopted
zero-range (ZR) distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) formalism. Comparison of the
DWIA calculations with the observed data provide information about the momentum distribution
and the clustering spectroscopic factor of the target nucleus. Interesting results and some recent
advancements in the area of (α, 2α) reactions and heavy cluster knockout reactions are discussed.
Importance of the finite-range vertex and the final-state interactions are brought out.
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1. Introduction
One can study the microscopic details of nuclear structure if the nuclear projectile energies are between few tens of MeV and up to ∼1 GeV, because the de Broglie wavelength
corresponding to the relative motion is less than the dimensions of the target nucleus. It
is well known that, while the medium range part of the N–N interaction (rN N ∼ 1–2 fm)
provides the shell structure of the nucleus, the residual part of the long range (rN N >
2 fm) N–N interaction enhances clustering in the low density surface region of the nuclei.
Therefore, to study the clustering aspect of the nuclei, one has to have high projectile
energies but has to choose kinematics which probes the low momentum component of the
bound clusters. While the cluster pickup reactions kinematics aims at somewhat higher
momentum components, the 3-body final state in the cluster knockout reaction kinematics
can be made to focus on the very low-momentum components of the struck bound cluster
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in the target nucleus [1–6]. Another aspect which puts knockout reactions in an advantageous position is that, in the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) one obtains
absolute spectroscopic factor, while a pickup reaction normally analysed in distorted wave
Born approximation (DWBA) provides relative spectroscopic factor only.
During the last few decades the cluster knockout reactions, such as (α, 2α) (α, α d),
(α, α 3 He) etc., were mainly analysed in the conventional zero-range (ZR)-DWIA formalism [2–10]. These studies resulted in large anomalies in the derived cluster spectroscopic
factors. It was however shown that the large discrepancy in the extracted α-spectroscopic
factors at or below ∼140 MeV (α, 2α) [2–5,8] results (when a realistic bound state potential radius is employed) disappears at ∼200 MeV [9–13]. In order to understand these
vagaries of cluster knockout reactions, various approximations were checked [11–13] and
finally, it turned out that the ZR approximation was the main cause for these huge discrepancies [13]. In the conventional ZR-DWIA treatment the factorization of the knockout
vertex contribution from the knockout transition matrix element is built-in [1,14,15]. The
knockout vertex contribution appears now as a multiplicative factor which is conveniently
replaced under reasonable approximation by a suitable two-body scattering cross-section.
Therefore, the triple differential cross-section for α-cluster knockout in the A(α, 2α)B
reactions with α bound to the residual nucleus B, in the initial state with radial and orbital
angular momentum quantum numbers n,  is given by [1,14,15]

dσ 
d3 σ
n, 
= fkin × S ×
× |TBA
(kf 1 , kf 2 , k1 )|2 .
d1 d2 dE1
d α–α
In this equation, fkin is a kinematic factor (a simple function of masses, momenta and
dσ
|α–α is the α–α cross-section normally employed using the empirically verienergies), d
fied final-state energy prescription and S is the cluster spectroscopic factor for a specific
n,
, the overlap integral of the initial-state wave function χ0 , bound state φn
-value. TBA
with the two final scattering states wave functions χ1 , χ2 can be represented as
n, 
TBA
(kf 1 , kf 2 , k1 )

1
=
χ2(−)∗ (kf 2 , r)χ1(−)∗ (kf 1 , r)χ0(+) (ki , r )
(2 + 1)1/2

where
=

n
r )dr ,
 (

mB
.
mA

Below ∼140 MeV, these ZR-DWIA expressions provide spectroscopic factors almost two
orders of magnitude too large [3,4,8] as compared to justifiable expectations [16,17].
When one attempts to incorporate the finite-range effects in the FR-DWIA formalism
[12], one encounters many hurdles. One of these is the non-availability of a proper tmatrix effective interactions tαα (r ) (because no one has ever attempted to evaluate it),

+
E
(r ) = t12 (E, r12 ) = e−ık12 ·z12 V (r12 ) 12
(r12 ) =
tL (r)PL (r̂),
(1)
tαα
L

from a realistic interaction which fits the α–α elastic scattering data. Another point which
emerges out of the tαα (r ) study, is that while there are many phase shift equivalent α–α
698
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Real part of α–α optical potentials (solid line) all-through attractive (A)
and other lines are for the -dependent (R +A) with repulsive core for (a) Eα ∼ 120
MeV and (b) Eα ∼ 200 MeV.

potentials (figure 1), thereby all of them essentially fitting the same α–α scattering data
(figure 2), the corresponding α–α t-matrix effective interactions are seen to be widely
different (figure 3).
2. Formalism
n,
in the triple differential cross-section [13],
The finite-range transition matrix element TBA

d3 σ
n, 
= Fkin × S × |TBA
(kf 1 , kf 2 , ki )|2
d1 d2 dE1
for the (α, 2α) cluster knockout reactions is written as

n, 
TBA
(kf 1 , kf 2 , ki ) =
χ2(−)∗ (kf 2 , r2B )χ1(−)∗ (kf 1 , r1B )t12 (r12 )
×χ0(+) (ki , r1A )

(a)

n 
r12 dR2B .
 (R2B )d

(2)

(b)
Figure 2. α–α elastic scattering data fitted using (a) repulsive core (R+A) and
(b) all-through attractive α–α optical potentials.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3. ∼120 MeV α–α t-matrix effective interactions for (a) all-through attractive optical potential (A) and (b) for -dependent (R +A) repulsive core α–α optical
potential.

The distorted waves χ0 , χ1 , χ2 of eqs (1) and (2) are evaluated using the optical
potentials for the α1 -A, α1 -B and α2 -B channels. Finally, all the relative coordinates
are expressed in terms of r12 and r2B . In the full finite-range distorted wave formalism,
the integrals over r12 and R2B cannot be separated due to the couplings of various coordinates r1A , r1B , R2B and r12 arising out of the optical distortions in χ0(+) (ki , r1A ) [12] and
χ1(−)∗ (k1 , r1B ).
Usual partial wave expansion of the distorted waves, χ’s is performed for the final
n,
evaluation of TBA
and then the values of χ0 , χ1 , χ2 and n are evaluated over the
six-dimensional mesh spherical polar coordinates r12 , θ12 , φ12 and R2B , 2B and 2B .
n,
The final result of TBA
is obtained by performing the six-dimensional integral over the

mesh of r12 and R2B coordinates. The computer program was checked by performing
six-dimensional plane-wave (PW) calculations and matching these with five-dimensional
n,
(PW)
analytical evaluation and one-dimensional integral evaluation of the resulting TBA
[13].
The FR-DWIA analysis of the typical (α, 2α) data on 9 Be at 197 [10] and 140 MeV
[3,4], on 12 C at 200 [9] and 140 MeV and on 16 O at 140 [4] and 90 MeV [18] resulted in
an exciting outcome (figure 4). As mentioned in the Introduction, there are many possible
α–α potentials fitting the same α–α scattering data [12,19,20]. Out of these, we choose
two types of α–α optical potentials, one type is attractive with a repulsive core (R +A)
[19,20] and the other type is purely all-through attractive (A) [20]. The t12 (r )’s, evaluated
at the final-state relative energy, utilize these two types of α–α realistic interactions [12].
In eq. (3) t12 (r )’s expanded in terms of multipoles leading to very different tL (r)’s for
both these types and are shown in figure 3.

3. Results and discussion
It is seen here that t (r)’s which employed the all-through attractive α–α optical potentials
(A) are strikingly different from that obtained from the repulsive core and longer range
attraction (R + A) [12]. The (R + A) potentials lead to pushing the t (r)’s away from
the origin, r = 0. The all-through attractive potentials lead to t (r)’s peaking closer to
700
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
Figure 4.
2α) reaction results fitted with solid line (R + A) and dashed line
with (A) α–α potentials (a) Eα 197 MeV and (b) Eα 140 MeV. Right panel: same
thing for the 16 O(α, 2α) reaction (a) 140 MeV and (b) for 90 MeV.
9 Be(α,

the origin. A comparison of the 197 MeV 9 Be(α, 2α)5 He reaction shown in figure 4
indicates that, not only the shape of the energy sharing spectrum but the magnitude of the
spectroscopic factor (close to the theoretically expected value of 0.57) agrees better with
the data when all-through attractive (A) type of α–α interaction is employed [13,20]. On
the other hand, the 140 MeV data on the same reaction seen in figure 4 indicate a not so
good fit to the shape but a relatively good fit to the spectroscopic factor where, the α–α
interaction is having a repulsive core [13]. The 140 and 90 MeV 16 O(α, 2α)12 C FR-DWIA
calculations compared with the data are shown in figure 4. It is seen that both these data at
140 MeV and 90 MeV are fairly well reproduced in shape as well as spectroscopic factor
value also (close to the theoretical estimate of 0.23–0.3) reproduced by the repulsive core
(R+A) α–α interaction potential [19]. All these spectroscopic factors are listed in table 1.
Based on these findings, one can conclude that the decade old discrepancies observed in
the (α, 2α) reactions [3–6] can be ascribed to the ZR approximation of the knockout vertex. It also emerges that the conflicting results [9,10] of ∼200 MeV and below ∼140 MeV
α-knockout can be ascribed to the varying nature of α–α vertex with energy. The results
of below ∼140 MeV indicate that the α–α optical potential should have a repulsive core,
while the ∼200 MeV results can only be explained if the α–α optical potential at around
these energies are all-through attractive [20].
The almost two orders of magnitude differences between the FR-DWIA predictions for
the (α, 2α) reaction cross-section using repulsive core (R+A) and all-through attractive
(A) α–α potential arise because of a combination of the α–α FR and strong absorption of
the α-residual nucleus optical potentials [2,4]. In figure 5, it is seen that in the absence
of α–α repulsion, the α-knockout from the target nucleus will require the α’s to penetrate
more in the strong absorption zone of the residual nucleus. On the other hand, with a FR
Pramana – J. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 4, April 2014
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Figure 5. Schematics of finite-range α2 knockout in (α, 2α) reaction by α1 remaining
outside the shaded strong absorption region of the residual nucleus B.

repulsion between the two α’s the incident α will knock the bound α out from the target
interior even without entering the strong absorption zone, hence enhancing the (α, 2α)
cross-section.
The drastic change of the α–α interaction character somewhere between ∼140 and
∼200 MeV corresponding to the relative energies of ∼70–100 MeV may be understood quantitatively from the resonating group method (RGM) in the shell model picture
[21,22]. The first excited state of 4 He being at ∼21 MeV requires the two α’s to overlap each other only if the four nucleons of one α- is accommodated in the ground and
the other four nucleons of the other 4 He in the ∼21 MeV excited state. This makes the
total energy of the 8 nucleons to be ∼84 MeV and this makes up for the required relative
energy of the two α’s. In order to overcome a repulsive core (arising due to Pauli’s exclusion principle), the α–α relative energy above this value will allow the two α’s to come
closer and thus attract each other.
Having explained most of the (α, 2α) discrepancies in terms of FR-DWIA we
now proceed to heavier cluster knockout reactions. Here, we may take up the case
of 16 O(12 C, 212 C)4 He reaction performed at Mumbai Pelletron-LINAC Facility at

Table 1. Comparison of (α, 2α) cross-sections from FR-DWIA calculations and
experimental data on 9 Be, 12 C and 16 O at various energies and spectroscopic factors (Sα ) derived from the FR-DWIA calculations and theory. Comparison of bold
face entries is emphasized.
Reaction

9 Be(α, 2α)5 He
12 C(α, 2α)8 Be
16 O(α, 2α)12 C
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Eα (MeV)

197
140
200
140
140
90

(R+A)

Sα
(A)

0.011
0.164
0.02
0.2
0.55
0.4

0.24
5.23
0.7
7.4
20.6
4.75
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Ref.

0.57

[16]

0.55, 0.29

[16,17]

0.23, 0.3

[16,17]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a)
optical potential VC−C (r) all-through attractive (A) and (b)
real part of L-dependent repulsive core (R+A).
12 C–12 C

118.8 MeV [23]. Figure 6 shows the all-through attractive (A) optical potential and dependent repulsive core (R+A) optical potentials which fit the 12 C–12 C elastic scattering
data. The ZR-DWIA and the PWIA fits to the data are shown in figure 7. Using the FRDWIA expression eqs (1) and (2) were adopted and modified for the (12 C, 212 C) knockout
reactions. The obtained 16 O(12 C, 212 C)4 He data are compared with these FR-DWIA
results in figure 7.
A conventional ZR-DWIA estimate of the 118.8 MeV 16 O(12 C, 212 C)4 He reaction
spectroscopic factor comes out to be 267, almost three orders of magnitude too large
compared to the structure theoretical estimate of 0.23. The 3.65 fm repulsive core 12 C–
12
C (R+A) -dependent optical potentials of figure 6 provide spectroscopic factor of 0.9
close to the theoretical expectations of 0.23. On the other hand, the all-through attractive
(A) 12 C–12 C optical potential provides a spectroscopic factor of ∼10 which is almost 40
times too large.
The repulsion in 12 C–12 C optical potential found through the (12 C, 212 C) reaction fit
is in conflict with the findings [24] from the double folding model of large attraction at
these distances. The origin of the 12 C–12 C repulsive interaction below ∼ 3.65 fm 12 C–12 C

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Energy sharing spectrum for the 118.8 MeV 16 O(12 C, 212 Cg.s. )4 He reaction
compared with the calculations using (a) ZR-DWIA and PWIA and (b) FR-DWIA
formalism.
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separation may again be ascribed to the antisymmetry of the 12 C–12 C microscopic wave
function normally accounted for in the RGM. Antisymmetrization leads to the cancellation of the effective intercluster wave function in the strong overlap region and hence the
effective repulsive optical potential.
The cluster knockout reactions analysed properly in the FR-DWIA formalism can thus,
be used most effectively for studying the heavy cluster knockout from the halo nuclei such
as 11 Li, 6 He etc. Heavy cluster knockout is also useful for obtaining the effective N–N
interaction, which provides proper heavy-ion optical potentials when the density dependence is obtained from some type of Bruckner type of theory. One can, not only derive
a proper cluster spectroscopic factor of these nuclei but also obtain the momentum distribution and hence the relative wave function between the centre of mass of the nucleons
forming the halo and the heavy core.
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